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ASI presidential campaigns begin
Storelli and Kaplan face off before students vote next week
J e s s ic a B a rb a
j k s s k : a b a r b a . m i )^'>c; m a i i .. c o ,m

Sarah Storelli plans to put her three years oi
student government experience to address
several issues on campus if she is elected As
sociated Students Inc. president.
Compared to her opponent, Storelli keeps
the tradition of candidates with an ASI back
ground as she joins this year’s campaign.
Sitting in her apartment in Cerro Vista
Apartments on campus, the 21-year-old Eng
lish major who is minoring in law and society,
recalled growing up in Fresno and being very
close to her family, who all have an interest
in law. She added that both her brothers,
who have also participated in multiple clubs
on their own college campuses, were both
very active in school, and have pushed her
to get involved in her campus since grammar
school.
As she changed into her painting clothes
to finish decorating sandwich boards for her
campaign, Storelli said Stanford University
was her first choice for college; she didtt't
even decide to apply to C'al Poly until
several days before applications were
due. After being accepted, she attended
Open House and was sure the campus
was the right place for her. She now calls
the school her second ht)tne.
“When 1 saw everyone more or less as
excited about school spirit as I was. 1 was
sold ,” Storelli said.
During her visit, she approached
the ASI booth and introduced
herself. Ihen in fall, she joined
the ASI executive staff, which
is comprised entirely of
freshman students who
attend ASI meetings
and assist the execu
tive cabinet.
“I feel like it's
really
exposed
me to a lot of
facets under
the
ASI
u m b rel
A .
la.
It

shaped me into a better leader and person.
I really believe that everything 1 learned
from ASI could not have been learned in a
classroom,” Storelli said.
Since then, Storelli has also been the
University Union Advisory Board (UUAB)
C^ollege of Liberal Arts representative and
is now the vice chair.
She is also involved in 14 clubs on cam
pus, her duties ranging from acting trea
surer and ambassador for the College of
Liberal Arts to member of the Empower
Poly C\)alition and Cal Poly College Re
publicans Board of Director Club Liaison.
By joining clubs that represent her in
terests, Storelli said she was able to take a

J e s s ic a B a rb a

I would ask why I can’t wear a tank top and,
‘Why arc you kicking people out of the
gym?”’
Kaplan said.
Alex Kaplan is an unconventional candi
Ihe gym’s policy has now become one of
date in this year’s race for Associated Stu
the issues he plans to address as president, in
dents Inc. president.
With no background in student leader addition to communication with students,
ship, he said he wants to represent students the noise and unruly gathering ordinances
and healthier food options on campus.
who aren’t the typical face of ASL
After several attempts to set up an inter
Although Kaplan said he initially want
view,
the 21-year-old agricultural systems
ed to join student government to get pri
ority registration, he eventually decided to management junior walked into l.innaea’s
run for president when he could no longer Cafe to discuss his campaign to become ASI
president. He had recently worked out at the
stand the tank top policy at the gym.
gym
and was hungry, he said. After looking
“I always thought the ‘no tank tops in
the gym’ rule was stupid, and that was the at the menu, he said none of the dishes have
one thing that upset me
more then enough protein and asked to walk to Natural
see S to re lli,
anything. I go to
the Café.
As he walked, he said his daily exercise
p ag e 3
gym every day
routine and high protein diet arc all part of
and as toolhis training to become a Navy Seal after col
ish as it
lege.
sounds.
“1 don’t want to be sitting behind a desk
like my dad and brother. 1 want to be doing
something that’s more active,” Kaplan said.
He described growing up in San Diego
and how he first decided to come to C’ al
j..
Poly after speaking with his brother’s friend
and considering his academic background.
y
“I messed around in school, so I didn’t
have the best grades. I applied as an ag major
and then planned to change to business. My
PHOTO I FIT'S I RATION:
freshman year, I tried to switch into political
PA FRICK UNA AND KFVIN
science but didn’t have the grades,” Kaplan
B IA ( K MCS TA Nt ; OAII Y .
said.
W hile he admits it does bother him
how hard it is to switch majors and
said that C'al Poly should
jnot force freshmen
to choose a major
so young, he has
chosen
make
JF.SSICABARBA.MD^>GMAIl..COM
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Financial bill hits roadblock,
but bipartisan deal likely
D a v id L ig h tm a n a n d K e v in G .
H a ll
Mi; <; i. AI(;HV NhWS PAl ’ t R S

WASHlNCilON — Senate Repuhlicans on Monday blocked the start of
htrnial debate on legislation to overhaul
the nations financial regulatory system
in a test vote likely to intensify the po
litical battle over who’s too cozy with
Wall Street, hut that’s itnlikely to derail
the legislation.
Ihe 57-41 vote fell three votes short
of the 60 needed to begiti consideration
of a hill to overhaul the way financial
institutions are regulated in the U.S.
in the wake of the worst financial crisis
since the Cireat Depression.
After the vote. President Barack
Obama said in a statement that he was

political ammunition.
Democrats eagerly painted Re
publicans as too close to the finan
cial interests that triggered the 2008
economic collapse, while the (¡O P
insisted it’s protecting taxpayers from
another costly industry bailout.
“Voting to start debate on the
Wall Street reform is as simple as
right and wrong,” said Senate Ma
jority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.
“Democrats stand for protecting
hard working Americans’ life savings
from Wall Street’s gambling.”
Senate Republican leader Mitch
Mc(k)nnell of Kentucky countered
that Democrats are in too much of
a hurry.
“My constituents have a fairly
short list of demands. Ihey don’t

Kaplan
continued from pn^e I

sue part of his platform.
Kaplan said though there are
bigger issues plaguing students
such as increased tuition, class
size and furloughs, he would
rather focus on yvhat he thinks
can he accomplished in a year.
Kaplan said he w-ill begin
with communication, Kaplan
said because ASl has been com
promised of a selective group of
individuals who are not neces
sarily involved in any other ac
tivities, they are unable to meet
the needs of the student body.
“ Ihose all tie into my thing
that 1 want real actual change,”
Kaplan said.
He said the downfall of ASl

Storelli
continuedJrorn page I

Voting to start debate on
the
1Street reform is
as simple as
right and wrong.
— Harry Reid
Senacc majority leader

“deeply disappointed that Senate Re
publicans voted in a block against al
lowing a public debate on Wall Street
reform to begin. ... the American peo
ple can’t afford that.” Obama urged the
senators “to get back to work and put
the interests of the country' ahead of
party.”
Ihe measure is hardly dcurmed,
though, since its fate rests largely on the
outcome of compromise talks among
top Senate Democrats and Republi
cans.
Ihe current legislation, written
largely by DemtKrats, is tougher than
what passed the House of Representa
tives in December. It would force big
banks to spin off their divisions that
trade in exotic financial instruments
called derivatives and would prohibit
them from proprietary- trading for their
own .»ccount if they trade on behalf of
clients.
(Consumers would gain a tough cop
on the Ix-at to }'K»lice mortg.iges, crexJit
cards and other forms of consumer
ctedit through a ness (¡onsumer Litiancial Protection Ageticy. Ihere also
ssould be a new priKess allossing the
gosernmetit to quickly dissolve tnsubled financial institutions that [x>se a
risk to the broader economy.
Republicans are balking. Ihey vsant
more assurances that taxpayers wouldn’t
Ix' liable for the failures of large institu
tions.
Ihough the bill has no provisions
f«)r bailouts, (¡O P le.tders insist there
are en«»ugh loopholes to allow the gov
ernment to do just that, even though
there are several steps in the oserhaul
bill intended to right a troubled firm
before it reaches a toxic state.
Mond.ty’s s’ote promises to turn up
the political volume eveti louder.
Leaders of lx)th parties have said for
days that they’re very- cktse to a deal,
and Banking (¡ommittee (¡hairman
Sc'ti. ('.hristopher Dodd, D-(!onti„ and
rankitig Republican Richard vShelby <if
Alabama have remained cordial through
hours of private talks.
At the same time, public rhetoric has
become more polarized, atid both par
ties saw the Monday vote as a headlinegrablxT, a way to give themselves fresh

want to be on the hook for reck
lessness on Will Street. And they
don’t think any financial institu
tion should be considered too big
to fail,” he said. “But if the vSenate
votes to get onto the Dodd bill to
night, there’s good reason to believe
we will never truly solve these core
problems.”
Ihe next step is likely to be a bi
partisan deal. If D(xld and Shelby
agree — yvhich could happen at
any time — the Senate probably
would take another vote on whether
to open the formal debate, a vote
that then would be expected to win
strong (¡O P supfiort.
Dodd and Shelby then would
face a nesv set of obstacles. Senate
rules alloys- for unlimited debate and
amendment. VC'hile the senators
would try to get an agreement to
limit consideration of amendments
that could change the bill, they're
likely to nux-t resistance, as almost
every- aspext of the complex mea
sure is likely- to be challenged, Ihe
prtxc'ss is expexted to take most of
.May.
Sen. Russ Leingokl, D-V(’is., who
kickeil cutting off debate .Motulay,
also had a warning: “I will not sup
port any predetermined amending
prixess, or as one sc-nator described
it, a ‘template’ for Htnir consider
ation that effectively puts the fix in
for some negotiated final prmluct.”
VC'all Street also is expected to
push hard, (\-lebraied investor
VC'arren Buffett has been lobbying
to weaken the derivatives language
to ensure that it dix-sn’t apply to
contr.icts already in force, but rather
only neyv contracts.
Dodd, Shelby and Agriculture
(¡ommittee (¡hairman Blanche Lin
coln, D-Ark., came to agreement
Sunday night on hoyv to fit her pan
el’s derivatives bill into the broader
legislation to overhaul financial,
regulatioti.
Ihe three agreed to language that
w'ould force banks to spin off their
lucrative but risky derivatives tr.iding, fxitentially reshaping the finan
cial world if those terms survive.

more active role in address
ing issues that she is concerned
with and are now reflected in
her platform.
“I was alw-ays that leader
ship person in middle school
and in high school who joined
every club and was involved in
student government. You know,
that person who is on every page
of the yearbook,” .Storelli said.
“I can’t get enough of serving by
being involved in leadership.”
While she said her club ex
perience is something that has
developed her leadership skills,
Storelli said she plans to with
draw from all of her other lead
ership roles to make her presi
dential job her top priority if
she is elected.
When asked about her op
ponent, she said if he were
president, he would have a dif
ficult time since he has no prior
knowledge of student govern
ment and would try to restruc

is communication; to correct this,
he plans to use e-mail as a main
source of outreach to students.
“I think the problem w-ith Kelly
(¡riggs this year is she w-orked a lot
behind the scenes yvhere she did a
lot of good stuff but people didti’t
know what was going o n ,” Kaplan
said.
Ihe unruly gathering and noise
ordinances are just some examples
he said (¡riggs could have handled
better, by keeping students updated
with the meetings and compromis
ing less with the San l.uis Obispo
(¡ity (.'ouncil.
“1 think a lot of the studetits are
irrational to react to it by making a
Facebook group that says the noise
ordinance is stupid and it needs to
be taken away. Ihey don’t know
where the people who created the
noise ordinance are coming from,”

Kaplan said. “ lhat being said, the
students have a certain right to be
upset about it. Ihe type of things
that have been happening like serv
ing alcohol to underage minors I
am nor advocating, but it has happetied since the beginning of col
lege and everywhere. ”
As Kaplan ate. he was reminded
of the third issue on his platform:
healthier food on campus. He said
he plans to rid the campus of soda
and candy, as well as provide stu
dents with more options made
from better quality ingredients.
“If you look at what is served
on campus, it’s extremely expensive
and extremely unhealthy. It’s really
carb-based and really fatty. Is that
with the students need, especially
with the obesity epidemic? I think

ture things.
“I think change is always nice,
but to some extent. We need to
stick to what we’re doing and not
change that,” Storelli said.
When asked how her life could
change if she lost the election, she
took a few moments to answer.
“It would just be weird for me
not to be involved,” Storelli said.
The Platform
Storelli plans to focus on safety,
diversity, community relations, leg
islative affairs and sustainability as
part of her platform.
To improve safety, she plans to
add more outdoor lighting to help
students feel safer on campus.
“Since (campus police) have had
a few cases of personal abduction,
adding lights is more of a personal
safety issue. It can help with bike
safety and potential rape or sexual
assault cases,” Storelli said.
In her time on campus, she has
noticed that there is no stop at Poly
C^anyon for the F^scort Bus that
takes students as far as the library
and (¡rand Avenue, she said.
“1 think instead of students
walking back late at night, this

can kind of help prevent any pos
sible occurrences from happening,”
Storelli said.
When commuter services co
ordinator Susan Pains was asked
about the extension of the escort
van services, she said the driver will
stop at Poly (¡anyon for students
who request it. If a stop is to be
made, a third van will be needed,
and right now they have yet to fit
that into the budget. Pains said.
Storelli also proposed installing
activity-sensitive lighting on cam
pus, which she feels could lower
the campus’ energy consumption.
Ihe sensor lighTs can reduce Cal
Poly’s energy use and by cutting
some of the shrubbery on campus,
the school can improve the pen
etration of existing lights, Storelli
said.
Sustainability is also on Storelli’s
platform. She plans to place com
post bins in dining halls, ban styro
foam on campus and place spigots
on w-ater fountains for water can
teens.
A major issue that Storelli said
the campus has yet to address ad-
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SAN LUIS OBISPO (MCT) —
A tormer San Luis Obispo biotech
firm executive decided to embark
on 1 cross-country bicycle ride in
hopes of raising $25,000 for a friend
in India who reached out to family
and colleagues to raise money for
children there who can’t afford an
education.
llte money raised by Lauren
Brown, 67, of San Luis Obispo is
for a scholarship fund that would
enable students who live in remote
villages to stay in dormitories.
He hopes to raise enough money
for 100 village children to attend
school for one year. 7he cost of one
year’s tuition, boarding, paper and
pencils is $250, Brown said.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (MCT) — Stu
dents who attend for-profit colleges
graduate on average with much
larger student loans than those who
attended public or private nonprofit
schools, according to a College
Board report released Monday. As a
result, officials urge students to con
sider their choices of colleges very'
carelully.
Using federal figures Irom the
graduating class of two years ago,
the study found that, overall, about
a third of all bachelor-degree recipi
ents finished school with no studentloan debt; half had loan totals of less
than $.50,500; and 17 percent had
loan amounts above that figure.

MINNEAPOLIS (MCT) —
Citing the case of two Northwest
Airlines pilots who overshot the
Twin Cities last year while they
used their laptops in the cockpit,
the Federal Aviation Administra
tion is urging airlines Monday to
train their crews about in-flight
distractions.
“Recent incidents have revealed
that airline pilots are using per
sonal electronic devices, including
laptop computers and cell phones,
in the cockpit,” Transportation
Secretary Ray LaHood wrote on
his department blog. “We want
airlines to develop a culture that
creates a top-to-bottom expecta
tion that safety will be taken seri
ously, and that emphasizes elim i
nating distractions.”
Specifically, the guidance rec
ommends that the airlines “create
a safety culture that clearly estab
lishes guidance, expectarioiis and
requirements to control cockpit
distractions.”
• •
WASHINGTON (M CT) —
Nearly half the adult population
in the United States has either
hypertension, high cholesterol or
diabetes, according to the Nation
al Health and Nutrition Examina
tion survey.
Ihis does not bode well for our
health, our health care costs or
our life expectancy.

Supreme Court to hear
case
on
video
games
International
YEMEN (MCT) — Ilie at
tempted assassination of the British
ambassador to Yemen on Monday
indicated that al-Qaida remains
capable of striking Western targets
despite the arrests of some of its
leaders and raids against its moun
tainous strongholds in the Arabian
Peninsula.
A lone suicide bomber explod
ed alongside the armored car car
rying Ambassador Timothy Torlot
on his morning drive to the Brit
ish Embassy in the capital, Sana.
The ambassador and other British
officials were unharmed. Police
initially said the bomber, whose
name was not released, was the
only casualty.
• • •
EGYPT (MCT) — An Egyp
tian court Monday reopened a
trial against a property tycoon and
a policeman turned hitman who
had both received the death sen
tence on charges of killing a l,ebancse pop star, a case that has capti
vated the Arab world and triggered
many conspiracy theories among
Egyptians over the past two years.
Wealthy businessman Hisham
Talaat Moustafa, 51 was sentenced
to death in May on charges of hir
ing Mohsen cl-Sukkary, 41, and
paying him $2 million to kill .50ycar-old Lebanese diva Suzanne
I'amim in her Dubai apartment in
2008. Both men deny the charges.

D a v id G . S a v a g e
TRIBUNE WA.SHINGTON BUREAU

WASHINGTON — A California
law that would forbid the sale of
violent video games to minors won
a hearing before the U.S. Supreme
Court on Monday, as the justices
voted to take up the state’s argu
ment that exceptionally violent ma
terial can be kept out of the hands
of children without running afoul
of the First Amendment.
The move could signal that the
court’s broad protection for free
speech in other contexts does not
necessarily extend to children and
teenagers.
Six other states; Illinois, M ichi
gan, Minnesota, Louisiana, Okla
homa and Washington, have laws
similar to California’s. So far, all
those measures have been invali
dated on free-speech grounds in re
sponse to suits by the video-gaming
industry.
In was something of a surprise
that the high court agreed to hear
C'alifornia’s appeal just a week after
the justices, in a 8-1 ruling, struck
down on free-speech grounds a fed-

that permit young players to shoot,
wound or kill human characters.
Citing psychological research show
ing that repeat players become more
aggressive and hostile, the Califor
nia Legislature voted in 2005 to
lim it the sale or rental of games in
which players “virtually inflict seri
ous injury upon images of human
beings ... in a manner that is espe
cially heinous, cruel or depraved.”
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
said he was pleased with the court’s
action. “We have a responsibility to
our kids and our communities to
protect against the effects of games
that depict ultra-violent action, just
as we do with movies,” he said. “I
look forward to a decision uphold
ing this important law that gives
parents more tools to protect their
children.”
In their appeal, the state’s law
yers cited a 1968 ruling that said
minors can be prevented from buy
ing sexual material that would be
protected as free speech for adults.
It urged the justices to stretch this
ruling to apply to the sale of violent
material to minors.
Ihe court will hear the case of

It strikes me the court might be
willing to draw a line between
the adult First Amendment and
the ‘child’s First Amendment’
— Rodney Smolla
D em «il W'.ishinÿ’ion .mil l .ct 1 ,iw Sthi«)l
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cral law that made it a crime to sell
videos ot illegal .lets of animals be
ing tortured or maimed.
Ihe court gave two reasons for
declaring that law unconstitu
tional. I'irst, the justices said they
were wary of creating a new cat
egory ot unprotected expression,
and second, they said the law was
so broadly worded it could extend
to out-of-scason hunting.
Over the many months the court
considered the animal-cruelty case,
it kept on hold C'alifgrni.i's appeal
in the case of violent video games.
Based on last week’s ruling, the jus
tices might have been expected to
deny the appeal and to allow the
state’s law to expire. Instead, they
voted to grant the appeal and hear
the case in the fall.
“It strikes me the court might
be willing to draw a line between
the adult First Amendment and the
‘child’s First Amendment’,” said
Rodney Smolla, a free-speech ex
pert and dean of the NX’a shington
and Fee Law School in \'irgini.i.
“Despite this court’s strong incli
nation to endorse expansive freespeech rights in the general market
place, it has been willing at times to
carve exceptions for speech involv
ing children.”
As an example, he cited the
court’s ruling in 2007 that said a
high school senior could he disci
plined for unfurling a banner on
the street outside his school that
said “Bong Hits 4 Jesus.” Ihe court’s
opinion was written by ('h ie f ju s
tice John G. Roberts jr., the fiithcr
of two young children.
At issue are popular video games

Schwarzenegger v. Video SoftwareDealers Association in the fall.
If C'alifornia prevails in the high
court, the other state laws could he
revived as well.
Leaders of the video-game in
dustry said they were surprised by
the court’s move, hut thev said they
were confident the tree-speech rule
would prevail.
Ihe stakes are high boss ever the
court rules, said Mike Ciallagher,
president of the Faitertainment
Software Association. “All types of
media could possibly he implicated
by this decision, as video games and
other forms of entertainment like
movies and music are coming closer
and clo.scr together to the point
where you can’t always separate one
from the other, “ he said. “After
years of court cases in a variety of
states and localities, wc arc look
ing forward to having the Supreme
C'mirt issue a definitive opinion on
this issue."
Ihe C'alifornia measure would
require violent video games to he
labeled as suitable only for those
age 18 and older. It would impose
a $1,000 fine on retailers who sell
or rent these violent video games to
minors. Parents would he permit
ted to buy or rent these same video
games for their children.
Before the law could go into ef
fect, the F'ntcrtainment .Software
A.ssociation and the Video Software
Dealers Association went to court
and a federal judge in San Jose,
C.alif., blocked the law from being
enforced. Last year, the 9th U.S.
Circuit C^ourt of Appeals in a 3-0
ruling said it was unconstitutional.
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Is American Sign Language becoming a ‘foreign’ language?
A n g ie L e v e n tis L o u rg o s

<HK At.l) I RUU'NI
C]HlC^‘\('i() — Iwcnty studcms
arc holding several animated smallgroup discussions, hut no one in this
Northern lllitiois University class
room utters a wtrrd.
Iheir Hngers weave in complex
patterns as they converse in Ameri
can Sign Language, which the uni
versity has declared an orflcial foreign
language.
To the students, the new label is
Htting; Ihey say that American Sign
Language is distinct from spoken
English and that its coursework pro
vides a new perspective akin to the
cultural immersion they’d experience
in French, Spanish or other tradi
tional language classes.
“It shapes how you view the w'orld
around you,” said Cduistine IheoboId, a sophomore from Streamwood,
111., who is taking the most advanced
sign class at NIU. “1 guess it’s how
you view the word ‘foreign.’”
l^ut the practice of awarding for
eign language credit for American
Sign l^anguage coursework has been
fiercely debated at universities across
the country. Some educators argue
an indigenous language by definition
can’t be considered foreign. Others
say a language must have literature
for proper study.
The University of Michigan-Flint
several years ago denied a students
request of foreign language credit for
American Sign l.anguage proficiency,
but the school reversed its stance in
the past year after about 14 months
of debate. Students at Boston Uni
versity are now able to apply Ameri
can Sign language credits in this
manner, but for years some school
officials were against the practice
because they said it lacked the same
elements of culture as other foreign
language courses.
“It’s not a foreign language,” said
Robert Belka, a former chair of the
foreign language department at We
ber State University in Ogden, Utah.
Belka, who is now retired, long oppo.sed requests for American Sign to
count as a foreign language, though
he said the university eventually ac
quiesced.
“Ihesc are people ... dependent
on the English language,” he said.
American Sign l.anguage “is not suf
ficient to sustain a culture.”
Ih e Pizza Hut at NIU is loud
during dinnertime, hut one table of
two dozen students is conspicuously
quiet. Ihe patrons don’t speak, ihey
order by pointing at the menu.
Ibis is a “silent dinner,” one of
many extracurricular events Ameri
can Sign l.anguage students attend
for additional practice. Iheir instruc
tor Sara Bianco, who is deaf, said
these events give students a taste of
deaf culture.
Kelsey Borg, a sophomore from

Maple Park, 111., is in the beginning
American Sign Language class and
de.scribed her first silent dinner as a
bit nerve-racking. Signing felt dif
ferent in public and she became lost
when more .idvanced students had
intricate conversations, she said.
N il' has oHered American Sign
Language since the 1970s as part of
its rehabilitation counseling program,
mainly for students in that program.
But lately more students from other
disciplines have asked to enroll be
cause the skill is marketable in fields
like teaching and health care.
Ihis semester, 15S students there
are taking American Sign Language,
about three times the enrollment in
spring 2005.
Vice Provost Cup Seaver .said re
classifying the discipline as a foreign
language wasn’t controversial at NIU,
in part becau.se it has been accepted
at so many other universities.
Ihe Illinois Cieneral A.s.sembly
in 2009 passed legislation declar
ing American Sign Language a fully
developed language and encouraged
schools to accept its coursework for
foreign language credit.
Southern Illinois University at
C'arbondale and the University of Il
linois at Urbana-Champaign allowed
this long before the legislation was
passed.
Eastern Illinois University accepts
it as long as course work includes a
cultural component, said Stephen
Canfield, chairman of the foreign
language department there.
He notes that many foreign lan
guage departments across the coun
try are altering their names to “world
languages” or “classical and modern
languages.”
“ Ihe whole idea of language be
ing foreign is kind of disappearing,”
he said.
“APPEAR tooth equals PAIN
(plus sign)(plus sign)BAI) DF^NT ISrc'.O N E E D ”
Ihis is written in glo.ss, a transcrip
tion of American Sign l.anguage, and
es.sentially means, “It seems I have a
toothache; I need to go to a dentist.”
While the sentence seems convo
luted to most people who can hear,
it makes sense to Joe Eellman, an
NIU senior from Buffalo Grove, 111.
He U.SCS the sentence to show how
different American Sign languagegrammar is compared with spoken
English.
Ixrllman is considered legally deaf,
but with a hearing aid, he can hear
about two-thirds as well as the aver
age hearing person. He was taught in
a deaf sch(X)l until third grade, when
he entered regular public school.
Ihough he continues to think in
American Sign language, he lost
many of his signing skills and is now
relearning much of the language at
NIU — and embracing a part of
himself that was lost.
American Sign language is the
-7\
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Arthur Wagoner, 22, a senior, left, signs with classmate Krista Springer, 22, a junior, during their American Sign language 4
class at Northern Illinois University. This semester, 155 students are taking the course, about three times the amount last spring.

fourth-most studied language other
than English at colleges across the
country, according to a 2006 Mod
ern Linguage Association study.
At least 150 postsecondary
schools offer it for foreign languagecredit, said Sherman Wilcox, chair of
the department of linguistics at the

University of New Mexico in Albu
querque. He said it’s no less a foreign
language than Navajo, which is also
indigenous to the United States. He
adds that most languages around the
world, including many African lan
guages, lack a written component.
Timothy Reagan, an education

professor at Central Connecticut
State University, said American Sign
Language has a rich tradition of poet
ry, history and culture that shouldn’t
be dismissed.
“One of the worst things you can
do to a human being is to say, ‘Your
language doesn’t count,”’ he said
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Kaplan
continual from pn^e .■{

\vc should have a say in wliat lot)d is
served and wliere, ” Kaplan said.
“ Iruthhilly, is the best thing you
should serve freshmen freneh fries
and hamhurgers? Ninety-nine pereent of campus dining food is shit.
It's fatty foods greasy and carhy. 'X'e
should have less greasy foods and no
cand\ and no soda. ”
W hen asked whether students or
the campus should he held respon
s i b l e for someone's diet, Kaplan said,
“1 think ti) a certain extent it should
he both. Students are adults for the
most part. 1 know 1 could've gotten
a greasv hamburger instead of what
1 am eating now (alhacore salad and
two chicken breasts).”
Ihe last issue on his platform is
the “no tank top” policy at the gym,
which originally motivated Kaplan

Storelli
continued from p,t^e

equately is diversity. She said that if she
were president, she ho^vs to have joint
events between clubs who often sup[X)rt similar issues. Together. Storelli
said, they could not onl\' raise more
money, but also bring nu)re attention
to the problem.
“Some joint collaboration and
unification on campus would be nice,
since so many clubs already do .so many
things for philanthmpic effort, so this
will be a time to join on a broad piece
effort,” Storelli said.
She s.iid she also plans to add a free
sjxrch hour to the weekly Universit)’
Union hour to give students a chance
m .iddress growing issues on campus.
“1really want to break .stime barriers
and let students see other sides of the
issue, because I ferì like college is one
of those times when you’re exfxised to
different kinds of paiple and different
t) fx.*s of thoughts, so it’s im|x>rtant to
hear that broad range of fXTspective.”
Storelli said. “Students should be ex

sCn:v>*'i.

to join the race.
However, it is unlikely that any
change will be seen regarding the
poliev as, acctirding to University
Union .Advisory board C'hair Turin
Torbitt, the responsibilities of the
.ASl presitleiu do not include policy
review.
She added the “no tank top ”policy
has existed since the Recreation O u 
ter opened in
when students
decided it could make those who at
tend the gym uncomfortable. It has
been reviewed several times and has
always been endorsed by UUAb.
Overall, Kaplan said he hopes
to show students that anyone can
run lor president and plans to bring
change students can see on campus.
Since his freshman year at Cal
I’oly, Kaplan .idmits a lot has changed
including him hicusing more on his
classes, health and goal of becoming
a Navy .Seal. He attributes his deter
mination and focus to the moment
he decided to quit the fraternity

Tambda (dii Alpha.
Kaplan said he first began to
question the fraternity when as
a pledge he was forced to sit for
tw’o days in their masonic lounge
for seven hours without food or
water while being ridiculed by
1 ambda C'hi members.
“dhey have you there in your
tighty whities and they start
throwing ice on you: they open
all the w'indows and it’s cold out
there and they don’t let you eat
and they don’t let vou drink any
water aiul I was sitting there and
the second day 1 told them, 'Tuck
ofl. 1 want to he in Pike.’ At that
moment, 1 knew 1 awas going to
better myself, whether it be to
quit drinking or get more mu.scular,” Kaplan said.
1le said he was later asked to
build a ‘kegerator’ for the frater
nity, but after receiving SSO from
each member, he decided to take
the money and tiever build it.

posed to what other (x-ople believe
about issues aixl then we could capitali/.e on the issue and really embrace the
diversit)' in our students.”
Storelli said creating a .sense of communit)' Ixith on and off campus is very
important to her and has becaime one
of the things she has really thought
alx)ut since joining ASl. In light of
the recent noise and unruly gathering
ordinances, she said the campus could
improve ties with kxal gtwernment or
kx)k into alternatives so we may not
have to compromise so much on lc*gislation that directly addre.s.ses students.
“ Ihe first student government
members have worked siqxr hard,
but I fc*el that next year 1 really want
to take a step back and really l(K)k at
whether the cit)' is working with us,”
Stt)relli said.
If elected, she plans to establish
a chair student communit)' liaison
committee and create sub-committevs
made up of students in grerk life, the
multi-cultural club, and other facets of
die campus. -She also said she hopes to
eventu.ill\’ encour.ige a student to run
for city council.
In .iddition to the liai.son commit

tee, .Storelli said she plans to create
a lobby group for students to u.se to
call attention to the budget deficit.
She also .said that under the current
ASl president, Kelly Cirigg.s’ cabinet
she has already created b)' laws for
the group.
“1 would like to see it comprised
of not only government members,
but ,il.so noti-government members,
because the\’ have jtist as much or
more of a broad-ba.sed perspective
of the ktiowledge out there,” Storelli said.
NXlien asked what the CSU
could be doing to addre.ss the bud
get deficit, Storelli quickly jx-rked
up and leaned forward in her chair.
“I feel like the CSLl is not tr\’ing
hard enough and has their own jxtsonal agetida where they w'eren’t re
ally watching to sex- what they were
really doing that would have rami
fications on students, and now we
are all in this huge hole,” she s;iid.
“ Ihe CSU provides the state
with thousands of jobs, and now
we are only re.illy hurting the state’s
txonomy by not setting us as a top
priority,” she said.
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Hearing to focus on
Guantanamo detainee
C a ro l R o s e n b e rg
MC ( I . AI C l l Y Nt W S l ' Al ' K k S

GUANTANAMO BAY NAVY
BA-Sli, CYiba — Accused war crim i
nal Omar Khadr says his U.S. captors suffocated him with a bag,
terrorized him with barking dogs
and threatened him with rape if he
didn’t cooperate with interrogators.
All of it, he says, happened while
he was a teenager in U..S. custody.
Pentagon prosecutors dispute every
word of it.
Starting on Wednesday, an Army
judge will begin to decide whether
Khadr’s confessions should be
thrown out because t)f his alleged
abuse. Ihe war court hearing will
be the deepest examination yet of
how a captive came to confess in
Afghanistan and Ciuantanamo to
Bush administration-era interroga
tors.
Defense lawyers are asking the
judge to stop the Pentagon from
using the confessions at the sum
mertime trial of the Toronto-btirn
Khadr,
accused of conspiring
with al-Qaida atid murdering a
U.S. soldier in Afghanistan when
he was 15.
Absent a plea deal, both sides
plan a parade of witnesses — from
FBI agents and interrogators to
guards and doctors — for hearings
that adopt Obama administration
reforms of the military commis
sions the president himself once
criticized.
Among the reforms: the ban
ning of coerced statements or those
obtained using “cruel, inhuman or
degrading interrogation methods.”
Prosecutors cannot use an .tccused’s
statement if it is proved he was sub
jected to such treatment.
'X'ith the ‘)-l 1 trial in limbo, the
hearings also put a spotlight on this
[emote base where confessed mas
termind Khalid Sheikh Mohammed
and his four fellow alleged conspir
ators are held in seclusion awaiting
a decision on how and wheir they
might face a .Sept. 1 I mass murder
trial.
Khadr is (iuantanam o’s young
est prisoner — and the only ViVsterner — am«>ng the 18.^ captives
currently held here.
To underscore its importance,
the Pent.tgon airlifted
journalists
to this remote base Monday — and
unveiled a celebrity spokesman:
Navy Reserves C'apt. David Iglesias.
a former U.S. attorney from New
Mexico who was fired from the
Bush administration in 2006 and
has emerged a telegenic advixate of
the Obama-cra war court where he
waits to prosecute his own case.
“It’s a classic battlefield case," he
told reporters inquiring about the
Khadr ca.se, appearing for the cam
eras in his crisp Navy whites. “This
hearing represents the first full
blown hearing of the commissions
since President Obama came into
power in january of 2000."
The son of a since-killed al-(,Jaida financier, Khadr was captured
in a |uly 2002 firefight near Khost,
-Afghanistan, in which Delta Forces
-Sgt. 1st (Tass C'hristopher .Speer,
28, of Albuquerque, N.M ., was fa
tally wounded by a grenade. Khadr
was shot twice in the back.
Pentagon prosecutors say Khadr
threw the grenade that killed Speer,
a war crime, and also volunteered
that he joined jihad to kill U.S.

soldiers, hoping to earn S i , 500 for
each dead -American.
His lawyers argue the teen was so
abused by his captors that he told
them what thev wanted to hear.
The government calls Khadr’s
claims “either outright fabrications
or embellishments made to further
his efforts to esca[ie justice.”
Yet Clanada’s own courts have
studied Khadr’s treatment at (lUantanamo, including a clandestine
videota[)e showing him in an or
ange jumpsuit weeping, and ruled
that (kmadian intelligence agents
were complicit in an abusive sys
tem when they took part in Guan
tanamo interrogations in 200.f and
2004 — so much so that C'anada’s
attorney general, Rob Nicholson,
sent Washington a formal diplo
matic note in February asking that
it nor use any of those interroga
tions at the upcoming trial. Wash
ington has not responded.
A former war court defense law
yer, Galifornia law professor David
Frakt, calls the Khadr case a curious
start for a process the W hite House
has sought to rehabilitate.
Frakt defended another teen
captive at Guantanamo, Moham
med Jawad, and won a court ruling
that found his client was tortured
by police in Afghanistan, wrecking
the Pentagon’s case and winning a
civilian court order that sent him
home.
“They’re starting off their very
first prosecution of the Obama ad
ministration with a child soldier, a
Westerner no less, and going into
excruciating detail for two weeks of
torture and mistreatment that he
suffered,” Frakt said. “It’s kind of
the dream scenario for opp«»nents
of military commissions.”
Khadr claims he was at times
beaten, left shackled so long in in
terrogation he urinated on himself
and was sidijected to solitary con
finement and sleep deprivation —
claims that other detainees have
also made through the years.
.Still to be determineci is how
much of the case will be aired in
open session, liarlier commissions
at limes shielded both testimony
and the identities of American
agents.
Khadr’s graphic 40-p.ige motion
“to suppress statements procured
using torture, coercion and cruel,
inhumane and degrading treat
ment," filed Nov. 7, 2008 was re
leased .April 16 — along with the
government’s 2.Vpage rebuttal.
-Also up in the air was whether
Khadr himself would testify.
C-aptured as a wiry teen, he has
grown into burly, bearded 6-fotit-2
adulthood behind the razor wire
here, to the consternation of chil
dren’s rights advocates, who say he
should have been treated as a “child
soldier" — not interrogated for
years as a terror suspect.
Khadr attorney Barry (A)burn
criticizes Obama-era reforms as in
sufficient for a war and says defense
lawyers are open to any deal that
might repatriate the ('anadian.
“I’m not belittling what hap
pened to anyone who was killed in
Iraq or Afghanistan. Tho.se are hor
rendous los.ses,” he said. “He was a
juvenile, in a foreign c«)untry with
his father. Under those circum
stances, he should be repatriated
with appropriate security lim ita
tions."
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Leaking well pours into Gulf of Mexico
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ATLANTA, CTi. — Work crews
continued their attempts Monday to
stanch the 1,()()() harrel-a-day oil spill
that is gushing beneath the deep wa
ters oil the Louisiana coast, as com
munities along the C'lulf of Mexico
braced tor the possibility of polluted
beaches and fisheries that are crucial to
the region’s economy.
Ihroughout the day, technicians
maneuvered remote-controlled sub
marines around the leaking well left
by the Deepwater f forizon drilling rig,
which sunk Ihursday after an explo
sion and tire. Iheir goal was to seal oft
the well by manually activating a 450ton mechanism called a blowout pre
venter, which sits atop the wellhead.
As of Monday afternoon, they had
not succeeded, in part due to the difHculiies of working at about 5,()()() feet
below the water’s surface.
“It’s a very challenging work en
vironment,” said Doug Suttles, chief
operating officer for exploration and
prodiKtion for BT, which leased the
rig and is now responsible for the asyet-undetermined cleanup costs.
Ihe company was taking other
steps to try to deal with the spill if
the submarines prove ineffective. Ilie

company has filed permits with the
federal government to drill new re
lief wells that could intersect with the
original well and stop the leaking.
(amstruction has also begun on a
domelike collection device that could
be positioned over the leak to capture
the oil, then send it through pipes to a
barge on the surface.
But oil company officials said that
both of these solutions would take sev
eral weeks to be realized.
“I want be careful with expecta
tions,” Suttles .said at a news confer
ence in Robert, La. “ Ibis hasn’t been
done in 5,()()() feet of water before. ”
Ibe U.S. ('.oast (fiiard I riday suspeiuled its search for I 1 workers who
went missing after the blast and are
presumed dead. Now, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis
tration has turned its attention to the
effect of w'ind and tides on the oil slick
that is about ,f() miles from the coast
of Venice, La., and measures 48 by M)
miles at its widest points.
For the tiext 72 hours, witids
should move the spill .southeast, away
from the closest stretch of shore t)ti the
tip of Louisiana, said Doug Helton of
NOAA’s Office of Respoti.se and Res
toration.
On Monday, skimming vessels
were expected to begiti the work of

removing the oil from the surface of
the water, after choppy .seas prevented
them from doing so over the week
end. Airplanes have been spraying
dispersing chemicals on the oil slick as
well, said Ayana McIntosh-Lee, a BB
spokeswoman.
“We’re keeping our fingers crossed
today that BB will be able to stop the
flow', then you’ll have a defined quatitity and you 11 be able to remediate it,”
said Ralph Bortier, professor of environnietital sciences at Louisiana .State
University.
But it the attempt at an immediate
fix proves unsuccessful, Bortier said, it
will be difficult to predict where and
when the.se large i]uantities of oil will
emerge, becau.se the well is so far un
der water. Ihe impact of a bigger, less
manageable spill could be felt across
the (iiilf ('oast, potentially befouling
both sensitive habitats and the beaches
that attract millions of visitors each
summer.
Dan Rowe, president of the Banania Uity Beach C'onvention and Visi
tors Bureau, said he was hoping the
spill wouldn't threaten a summer tour
ist .season on the Fltirida coastline.
“We certaitily dont watit to see oil
and tar balls and environmental dani,ige here because of the oil spill,” he
said.
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RX Bandits end U.S. tour with message of unity and good times
K e lly C o o p e r
KKU.Yc;oopi: r. m d ^X^ m a i i .. c o m

Lead singer Matt Embry began the
show with a special announcement.
“ Ihis is the last night of our tour,
so let’s make it a dance party,” he
said.
Ihe RX Bandits delivered an
energy-packed show on Sunday at
Downtown Brewing Co. Despite the
small turnout, the band stayed true
to its reputation, encouraging fans to
let loose to its up-beat instrumental
sound.
Ihe group’s new guitar-focused
sound is the latest transformation in
its 11-year history as a progressive
rock hand. Its 2009 release, “Mande
la,” is the first album without a horn
section and features heavier guitar
solos and a more structured sound.
Matt Gagne, a math sophomore, is
a fan of lead guitarist Steve Choi and
said he was excited to see what kind
of elements he’d bring to the show.
“I’m excited for the guitar. He’s
hella good. He’s in another band
called Sound Animals Fighting,
which is the best band in the world,”
C"hoi said. “Well, one of them.”
Other fans, such as general engi
neering sophomore Scott Costello,
said he was also excited to see how
the new sound would translate in the
show.
“Guitar is the rhythm. Ciuitar
gives it attitude,” (Costello said.
RX Bandit’s style is not only in
fluenced by guitar, but also hints of
reggae, hard rock and ska. Idise Stew
art, a concert promoter for D LB and
Numbskull Productions, said she has
difficulty describing the band’s type
of music.
“1 love it because you can’t really
put it in a single genre. People try
to say they’re ska, but there’s some
progressive stuff in there, and reg
gae. People always ask me, ‘Oh well
what kind of music are they?’ And
I’m like. ‘^X’ell, hmm. Let me give
you like a five-.sentence-long expla
nation,”’ Stewart said.

Although the band has sold out
at D I B in the past, the half-full
turnout didn’t come as a surprise
to Stewart because the music scene
and economy have influenced ticket
sales.
“ Ihe crowd is different now,” she
said. “ Ihey definitely have sold out
before. 1 think the economy has a
lot to do with it. A lot of our more
unique shows are kind of suffering.
Ihere are some shows that always sell
out no matter what. But even those
are not doing as well. Maybe there
just aren’t the right people with the
right amount of buzz.”
Ihe band seemed unaware of the
small turnout and played as if the
venue was packed. Constantly start
ing claps to the drumming and en
couraging fans to get up and move,
the band showed no signs of fatigue
from its four-month tour. Known
for their drum-focused intermittent
jam sessions, all four members were
playing on their own drum sets at
one point. Choi then picked up his
guitar to slowly weave the introduc
tion to their next song.
Ihe audience received the freeHowing transitions well, while not
getting too rowdy. One fan, however,
started pushing other fans around.
Embry stopped the group, mid-song,
and addressed the fan.
“I will pay you your money back
to leave if you continue being an as
shole,” he said.
Ihe fan complied, and the show
went on, mosh-free.
Flmbry, who doesn’t support vio
lence at shows, addressed the fan not
to prove a point, but to do what he
felt was right.
“ Ihe thing is, a lot of bands just
let whatever happens happen. 1 d«)ii’t
ever want someone to pay money
to get into our show and get hurt,”
Embry said after the show. “Music
is a commutiication that predates
written language. And I am there to
communicate with people. ^Xe are
there to communicate with people.
^X’e watu to communicate a message

KELl.Y r O O P F R MliSTANG DAtl.Y

RX Bandits play in front of a nearly sold out crowd Sunday night at Downtown Brew. The show concluded
the band s third leg of its first world tour, which officially ends in Amsterdam, Netherlands in June.
of peace and a message of respect
over all things.”
Ihe U.S. tour is the third leg of
its first world tour and Embry said
he is excited to wrap up the tour in
FAtrope.
“I’m really looking forward to
playing in Spain; 1 love Spain. I’m
really looking forward to playing in
Italy again. It’s been seven years since
we played in Italy, which his rad,” he
said. “We’re really looking forward to
playing in F!,urope overall.”
Ihe Long Beach-based band has
been touring all over the world since
the release of “Mandela,” from Aus
tralia to Brazil to the C'alifornia val
ley and coast. Embry said its position
as a working band helps them appre
ciate fans in any town, even San Luis

Obispo.
“ Ibis is our living. Our living is
playing music. But our main income
is touring. So we take a lot of value
in the fans that are everywhere,” he
said. “We like playing here — it’s al
ways pretty packed and a really nice
crowd.”
Fans were happy to see the band
bring its new sound to San Luis
Obispo. Gomputer science sopho
more Stephen Baldwin said he en
joyed its blend of old and new ma
terial.
“A lot of their old songs, they’ve
changed them up. Ihey’ve added
parts. I don’t know whether they were
improvising or just changed that, but
that was really cool,” Baldwin said.
Baldwin, who has been to four of

their shows, alst> noticed its more re
cent focus on guitar.
“ Ihey added a lot more guitar
parts,” Baldwin said. “ Ihey never re
ally had that many guitar solos.”
First-time attendee and listener
Megan Smith, a history sophomore,
said she enjoyed the positive vibe.
“You could dance to it and you
could see everyone was getting into
it, and that was pretty awesome. All
these kids are pretty cool,” Smith
said.
The band seemed to wrap up its
tour on a good note, delivering mu
sic with positive attitudes with the
welfare of the audience in mind. Ihe
audience threw up peace signs were
thrown up as the band walked off
stage.

K H I Y C tH F P F R M USTAN G O A IIY

RX Randifs lead singer Matt Kmbry sings during the hand's concert set at Downtown Brew Sunday night. Emhry said he
enjoys playing in -San Luis Ohispo because of the “nice crowd.” Yet, he stopped mid-song to deter someone from moshing.
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The godmother of modern dance ballets to appear at the PAC
J e s s ic a B a rb a
U SSK AHAKUA.MDQ/ ( , M AI I A O M

Ihe oldest eontemporary daiiee
^r()up in tlie Lhiited States, tlie
Martha (íraham ("ompaiiv, will ap
irear at the C'hristi)pher (iohan Per
forming Arts (Ämter umight.
Ilie eompanv was foiituled in
I‘)26 hy daneer atid ehoreogiapher Martha (¡raham , who choreo
graphed IS I hallets, eieatitig the
costumes and music for each, be
fore she died in I P‘) I.
She was named “Dancer of the
( “entury” hy l lM l Magazine iti
Dt^)S .ind one of the “Icons of the
( A-ntury” b\' People Maga/itie.
(\il Poly Arts progratn matiager
Peter \\ ilt said Martha (¡raham was
the godmother of moderti dance
and that the show will give attend
ees a better idea of how contemporarv d.mce, which is more focused
on self-exptession, started.
““She took ballet and turned it on
I t s head, " W ilt said, “'l.veryone who
is a modern dancer followed Mar
tha ( irahatn.“'
( iraham developed her technii]ue In experimenting with basic
human movetnents such as breath
ing .itui itnpulse coturol or “con
traction and release," as she called
it. Ihe .Martha (¡raham (aim pany
website said she wanted to portrav
the emotions of the human boily
by the use of sharp, atigular, jagged
.uul direct movements. She was also
inspireil by modern paintitigs, the
\merisan frontier, religiinis cere

monies of Native Americans as well
as (Aeek tnythology. (iiaham was
known to incorporate the roles of
historic and mythological women
like P.mily Dickinson, joati of z\rc
and Medea, granddaughter of the
(¡reek sun god Helios, into her bal
lets.
,'\s (¡al l’ol\' Arts director Steven
1 erian described her legacy, he said
that having the essentials of the
company performeil is something
he looks forward to seeitig.
‘“Her style and repertoire were
founding for modern dance and for
us to present them is a big deal. It
elevates our datice program," l.erian
said.
^X'ilt said the show will be noth‘ ing like what most dance enthusi
asts have seen before and may at
first setm strange because it looks
nothing like traditional ballet. l.eri
an also said not to think literally
when watching the dancers as they
use their body to portray emotions.
“ It is about letting the movement
walk over you, be amazed by the ac
robatics and movement on stage.
It is pretty complex, a cornucopia
of movement and dance on stage,”
l.erian said.
Ihe athleticism of the dancers,
combined with the choreography
of Martha (¡raham , have made the
compan\- internationally-known.
Ihey have performed in o\er 50
countries over the past
years,
and featured at the (¡reat Pyramids
in 1 g>pt, the Paris Opera House
and ( ¡arnegie I i.dl.

.Since the company's establish
ment, they have developed their
stellar reputation by receiving nu
merous positive reviews from the
Los Angeles lim es, Washington
Post and New York Times. Ihey
have even danced in several award
winning films for the Public Broad
casting Station.
Many of the dancers have also
gone on to be renowned contemptirary performers and choreogra
phers. Amongst the most famous
dancers was Betty Bloomer, who
after dancing with the company in
19.^8, went on to be better known
as hirst l ady Betty Lord.
Ihe current artistic director
and a former dancer in the Martha
(iraham (iompany, Janet l.ilber,
described her experience working
with (iraham when she was alive
as “wonderful.” Lilher said she saw
a different side to her most people
didn't get to see.
“She was funnier than most
people woidd think. She was any
thing she wanted to be at any given
moment because she was a theatri
cal genius. She could read people's
body language and understand
them. It was amazing," Kilber said.
L.ilber said, along with perform
ing some of (iraham ’s most notable
ballets, the company will do live
narration about (¡raham's life and
work as well as projecting video
clips of her.
“Part of what we are doing is
bringing the audience more context
aiul points of access to Marth.i's
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work, " 1ü b er said.
More information about (iraham's life will be discussed dur
ing a lecture by ('al Poly theatre
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Katherine O ockett and Blakeley White-McGuire perform in Martha (îraham ’s
“Diversion of Angels.” Ihe Martha (iraham Company will perform tonight.
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Tattoo removal likely
to increase tattoos in
naughty piaces

I think advances in tattoo removal
will change the world.
(ione will he the days when the
ridiculous tattoos you got in college
will survive until they become an
embarrassment to your grandchil
dren. Soon it will cost just about
the same amount to remove your
tattoo as it did to get it. Once the
bane of the man or woman trying
to change their image, with their
new-found impermanence, it won’t
be long until the standard erotic
body art becomes even more ctimmon. Look for;

ceived) prt)miscuity. The com
munication tattoo does this, and
so much more, by spelling out a
message that you would like your
sexual partner to see. They can be
found in many locations, such as
the lower back (perfect for doggystyle anal or vaginal sex), above the
genitals (for receiving oral sex) or
upside down on the shoulders (for
performing oral sex). If you’re really
slutty, you may consider reminding
your partner of your name in this
space; the practical might consider
a helpful arrow.

The classic tramp stamp
1 he placement of a tattoo ei
ther centered on the lower back
or spreading across it, hip to hip.
I his tattoo is very widespread, de
spite the fact that society has de
cided that having one means you’re
a whore. It may remain entirely
above the waist of your pants, en
tirely below or dip in and out, but
any version will attract the eyes to
the region directly below it. How
ever, there’s a good chance that
it will be visible in public, unless
mom jeans become more popular.

Tattoos on your actual genitals
OK, r il admit that I’ve never
been tattooed, but it’s my under
standing that ordinary tattoos hurt
a lot. However, once you decide
to tattoo your lips, rib cage, foot,
hand, eyeball or pubic area, you
have left behind the right to claim,
“It hurt, but it wasn’t so bad.”
These zones all have tons of nerve
endings, and tattoos there cause
pain I can’t even imagine endur
ing. In addition, altering this area
becomes very personal, as most
people are quite att;tched to this
region as it is.
Although genital tattoos can be
of an abstract design, the human
mind is creative. A penis, vagina,
anus or even a nipple can look like
a great many things, and the geni
tals can be home to some of the
funniest tattoos. The hilarity does
tend to make the sexiness of the
design go down. It would be pretty
humorous and even a little hot to
have sex with some dude who has
emblazoned his tool to look like
an actual nail (or a screw). How
ever, like any joke, it will cease to
be funny after approximately five
tellings.
Then you’ll just have to be con
tent with his stunning personality.

The reverse tramp stamp
I bis tattoo is almost identical
to the original, except the place
ment is between the belly button
and the genitals, l.ike the classic, it
is designed to direct the eye down
ward.
Scattered hip or butt tattoos
Possibly the most tasteful, these
are usually guaranteed to be visible
only when you have removed your
pants. These tattoos don’t neces
sarily point anywhere, but like a
broach on an old woman’s shirt,
they provide a tasteful and pleasant
accent to the area.
Communication tattoos
I'hese signs originated with
tramp stamps, which would only
communicate the owner’s (per

Dance
continuedfrompage 10
ing Arts Center’s Pavilion, before
the show. She will cover Ciraham’s
background, training, choreogra
phy, movement styles, theory and
technique. Suhr will also share film
excerpts of Ciraham’s speeches and
her works to elaborate on Ciraham’s
place in modern dance
“Her influence on dance is com
pared to the influence Stravinsky

Anthony Rnst is <i hioloijiotl sciences
junior ami Muslitnij Daily sex colum
nist.

had on music and Picasso had on
the visual arts,” Suhr said.
Ihe Martha (iraham Company
tour is supported in part by the
National Kndowment for the Arts’
“American Xlasterpieces: Dance
Initiative,” given by the New Hngland Toundation for the Arts.
Tickets range from $20 to $48,
based on seating and can be pur
chased at the PACi ticket office,
online or over the phone. Students
tickets are available an hour before
the show at $10 each.
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Censoring of South Park joke
about prophet threatens free speech
M a ry M c N a m a ra
LOS ANCLLI S TIMKS

ihe terrorists won.
When Comedy C'entral decided
to bleep mentions of the prophet
Muhammad from a recent “South
Park”episode because, and only be
cause, an extremist website had nude
what amounted to death threats
.igainst co-creators Matt Stone and
Prey Parker, the terrorists won.
Ihe point of terrorism is to use
acts of violence, in this cuse the
murder of the Dutch filmmaker
Iheo van Ciogh, who dared to make
a film critical of Islamic society, as
a continual and pers'asive threat in
order to change social and political
policy.
I fere that policy is free speech.
Free speech has never meant you
can say whatever you want. Regula
tion of content occurs all the time
on television, where certain words
and acts of sex, violence, vulgarity,
racism and other forms of incite
ment to hate are not allowed.
Ihere are rules even on cable but
“South Park” did not break any of
them. Neither did the network’s de
cision to modify the content of the
second half of a two-part episode,
in which the prophet Muhammad
appeared in a bear suit, come as the
result of rational protest or conversa
tion with Islamic watchdog groups.
No, it was made out of fear, for

the lives of the show’s creators and per
haps the network executives who decitled, that the joke wasn’t worth the risk.
.So the creator, or creators, of what
purports to be an Islamic extremist
website w.ts allowed to dictate American
policy by taking free speech hostage.
Now', Tm no huge fan of “.South
Park,” a show 1 find occasionally funny,
occasionallv offensive and mildly ir
ritating -- mainly because I’ve spent
hours explaining to my kids why they
can’t watch it, even though it’s a cartooti. but it doesn’t matter, because
what ha[)pened this week isn’t about
“Sotith Park ”or even Comedy Cxntral.
It’s abotit whether we, as a societ)’, are
going to alUnv a group of era/)’ people
to dictate what we see on television.
It was not just the brutal mttrder of
Van Ciogh that the bullies on this web
site used as a threat; it was also 9-11.
C^n that day, extremists hijacked mtt
only planes but the power of television
to terrori/a' a country' so large and jsovverful they could never hope to wage,
much less win, an actual war against it.
By claiming to be religious extrem
ists, these particular bullies and mur
derers also hijacked Islam, just as those
who have killed or terrori/ad physicians
performing the legal act of abortion
hijacked Christianity. Which is why,
though it would Ik- ea.sy to dismiss this
as just one in a string of those “St)uth
Park” controversies, it is much more.
If one group of crazy pc-ople claim
ing religious outrage is .illowed to u.se
the threat of violence as a way to con

trol the public dialogue, what’s to stop
eveiA' crazy person with an objection or
a grudge or a website from doing the
.same? Certainly “.South Park” has man.iged to offend every group of living or
ganisms at one time or another.
Stone, Parker and other satirists
court condemiiaiion, disgust and even
hatred because that is their job, that is
the point of satire: to, by the act of of
fending, force society to contemplate
its definition of offensiveness and, more
important, acceptance.
It operates, by its very nature, at the
far end of free speech. A good satirist
steps over the line all the time; a great
satirist moves or even erases it. Inevi
tably, tnistakes are made, both in deci
sions to say atid air certain things atid to
avoid or delete them. People are Hned
or fired, rules and guidelines are modi
fied.
Ihe punishtnent is never death.
No doubt, the “South Park” num
bers will jump in the next few weeks,
and 1 suppose that’s one w'ay of making
a statement. But it is importatit for us
to remember that the airwaves are just
as vital and fragile as our airspace. And if
we are .serious about national security', it
must protect our es.sence as Ainericans
with the s;ime dedication it protects our
lives as Americans.
Free speech, in all its messy, profane,
heretical, offensive, irritating and soul
stirring glory, built this country. And
whether it’s “.South Park” or the State
of the Union, we, as a nation, must rise
to defend it.
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Special effects mask subpar storywriting in today’s movie industry
Since the .Miccc.ss of lames trim er
ons Him “.\vat;ir this past Christ
mas, it seems .!'> though many stu
dios have latched on to .C l) special
cHccts to pull in audiences and have
them pa\ extra to strap on plastic
glasses.
h'ilm-goers pay S3 to $3 more to
feel like they are inside the movie,
hut as the craze continues, you
might ask yourself, “Do 1 really
want to see everything in 3-D? ’
While some Hlms like “Avatar,”
mesmerized even skeptics such as
myself, I ni not alone in hating
when directors try to use the 3-D
effect just to have items thrown at
the audience.
I prefer to keep my extra cash for
another slurpee from the concession
stand, then use it to support “Clash
of the Fitans,” which was original
ly filmed as a 2-D movie, but was
forced to change to compete with
other 3-D films like “How to Train
your Dragon.” Highly anticipated
films like “Alice in Wonderland”
and “Clash of the Titans” would
have still been successful, even if
they remained 2-D as the directors
originally filmed them, but instead
studios had to tack on the extra di
mension, just to follow the trend,
and the money, of the 3-D craze.
1 think studios completely over
looked the content of the films and
how they appeal to different audi
ences before they decided to drive
up the ticket cost for audiences that
week.
Ibis is a sign that we should
not sacrifice the plot of the movie
for the sake of an extra dimension.
In an article published by the LA
Times entitled “Popularity of 3-D
is affecting how screenplays are
written.” reporter Steve Zeitchik
interviewed several hig-time direc
tors and screenwriters who said
they also think that studios
are getting out of hand
and now feel obligated

to incorporate 3-D moments every
eight to ten pages of their script
just to have the studios consider it
for production.
Ihe writers ol tlie “Sherlock
ffolmes” sequel, Kieran and M i
chele Mulroney even said they have
to rethink sequences in the film to
make sure things pop out or jump
at audiences as they negotiate with
Warner Bros about the film.
“1 fear that if every movie be
comes spectacle for the sake of
spectacle, where does that leave the
intimate conversation across the
dinner table?,” Kieran Mulroney
said in the I.A Limes article.
Lven when one of the creators
of the “Saw” franchise, Marcus
Dunstan, was asked about making
the next installment to the series in
3-D, he even seemed a bit squea
mish in his response to reporter
Steve Zeitchik.
“Watching someone get punched
repeatedly in the eye is going to he
nauseating in 3-D,” Dunstan
said.

Ihis leads me to the next point:
not all film genres lend themselves
ro 3-D, and studios shouldn’t try
to force the application as they did
with “(dash of the Litans.” Action,
suspense and sometimes hor
ror can use 3-D, hut for films
ike “Shutter
sland,”
if
the effect was
used it could’ve
d i st rac ted
a ud ie n ces
from the plot. C'.oncerning
comedies
or dramas, well, 1
hope studios just
don’t even try.
A cco rd in g
to another LA
1imes

try to use special effects to make up
for a bad srory.
Jessica Barba is a journalistn se
nior, Mustang Daily wire editor and
reporter.
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The new fight club:
Teens bashing teens
Mitch Albom
DETROIT FREE PRESS

They are all over the Internet,
short video clips with titles out of
a boxing poster. "Raul vs. Pedro."
"Red vs. Robert." "Twinkie vs.
Saylor."
But these are not professional
fighters. These are kids. High
school kids, middle school kids.
Ih ey punch each other, pound
each other, slap, yank, pull, tackle,
rip, scratch and kick each other.
And all the time, someone is
filming.
Ten Seconds is what some call
it, a macho exercise in which chil
dren inflict as much pain as they
can for 10 seconds. Perhaps the
thinking is "you can't get killed in
10 seconds" — but you sure can
do damage.
Recently, a Troy, M ich., middle
school student was taken to a hos
pital after he and two classmates
staged their own 10 Seconds rou
tine. Ihey were suspended from
school — because they conducted
this violence in the school rest
room.
Ihe school restroom?
Yep. And if you go to You l ube
you'll see many more. Filmed on
cell phones. Shot in bathrooms.
Or in parking lots. Or out in
fields.
On one video, a big kid chases a
smaller kid, spins him, grabs him,
lifts him from around the neck
and slams him to the ground —
all while another kid tags behind.
Not stopping it.
Filming it.
Now, fighting as kids is noth

ing new. I did it. Maybe you did,
too. But this is not one of those
generation gap issues. There are
serious and disturbing differences
between the eras.
For one thing, when we fought,
there was a reason. Kids didn't just
say, "Hey, let's pound the crap out
of each other after school today."
And secondly, no one recorded
it. Ih e sickest part of this phenom
enon is that anger is not igniting
these fights — fame is. fhese kids
see this as their piece of the Inter
net pie. YouTube has flattened the
Earth into a single stage on which
anyone can perform. Ifiat is too
tempting for kids who are grow
ing up in a "fame is everything"
world. They may not be able to
act. Ihey may not be able to sing
or dance. But anyone can punch.
Or try to. Ih e thing is, once
you start hitting someone, anger
may not be the catalyst, but it
quickly can become the gasoline.
And a staged routine can turn to
serious violence.
In less than 10 seconds.
Ihe obvious response to this
is, "Why don't parents teach their
kids that this is wrong?" My guess
is many do. My guess is even more
are totally unaware of what's go
ing on. Ask yourself this, mom
and dad: How many Vbu l ube
fights have you watched lately?
Well, go online and type "10
seconds" and "fight" and see what
comes up. Ihen, after you watch
two teens claw and yank as their
shirts ride up and their arms flail
wildly, see how many other some
times longer clips come up. Ihey
appear endless. "Toker vs. Dan

iel." "Alejandro vs. Jonathon and
W illiam ." Ifiere's one labeled "10
Seconds" that shows a bunch of
kids in a school band room pound
ing each other between the instru
ments and the music stands.
How can this go on, you ask?
Well, remember, these kids live
in a world of mixed martial arts
fighting. MMA was created as a
way of using anything and every
thing in a fight — boxing, karate,
jiujitsu, you name it. And while
it has been cleaned up lately and
its practitioners are well-trained,
it began with an almost fight-tothe-death mentality.
And that is the approach be
ing mimicked by the 10 Seconds
kids who, for the most part, aren't
trained or accomplished, or even
aware of the consequences.
Ihey are hyped-up kids in a
hyped-up world, where doing
things for the camera is the only
reason to do anything at all. To
some of these kids, seeing their
name on the side of a You lube
page is a narcotic hit that is ad
dicting.
And so maybe our conversa
tions need to change. Not long
ago, a father took his son outside
and taught him to hold up his
fists, but also said, "Don't hit any
one unprovoked."
Today, we need to say, "Son,
You Tube is not worth getting your
face bashed in."
You might also remind him
that Andy Warhol predicted ev
eryone, one day, would be famous
for IS minutes.
And he was off bv 14 minutes
and SO seconds.
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Well hopefully somebody learned
their lesson, and it’s a good thing
nobody died in the process.
—A aron Berk
In response to “D istracted d riv er
hits p o w e r p o le on F oothill Blvd. ”
I’m surprised the government
hasn’t come banging down your
door for publishing this! 1 only
say this as jest, but jury nullifica
tion has definitely been one of our
justice system’s most well-kept se
crets. I’m glad you are spreading
the word — too few people know
about this unofficial power (as well
as many other rights, I suppose...)
For those who say it would lead to
anarchy, 1 would have them con
sider the 1735 seditious libel trial
of John Peter Zenger. His guilt over
criticizing the colonial governor
was undeniable, yet his peers effec
tively nullified the unjust law' by re
turning a “not guilty’’ verdict. You
are right to point out the need for
being inconspicuous though (un
less all you’re looking for is a killer
excuse to get out of jury duty). One
woman was even been threatened
with perjury charges for returning
the “wrong verdict’’ once her agen
da became clear. So remember: You
can do it if you feel it is the most
just outcome, but don’t tell anyone
your reason why other than “1 don’t
think he’s guilty.’’

In response to “Ju rors h o ld a
co n tro versia l p ow er"
1 don’t know about the politics
behind the change in student latenight transportation options that
have happened a few times over the
past few years other than the city of
San Luis Obispo has made it clear
they plan on increasing enforce
ment and fines for alcohol and par
ty-related infractions and crimes.
While 1 think the city could work a
little harder on providing students
with services, I also don’t think the
city’s primary task should be tak
ing care of people whose primary
enjoyment on the weekend is get
ting so wasted they can’t possibly
walk home. For most areas of SLO,
it’s not that far of a walk and it’s
not that hard to arrange for a ride
with friends or suck it up and pay
for a cab. If you are too drunk and
don’t have the foresight for that,
you might want to reconsider quite
a few things. None of this even re
motely touches using multiple ille
gal drugs in combination with legal
ones.
— E ric

In response to “Businesses,
students h a rm ed by go v ern m en ts
f a r reach"
s o i l : : The Mustang Daily fea
tures select comnieuts that are writ
ten in response to articles posted on
line. '¡ hough not all the responses are
printed, the Mustang Daily prints
conunents that are coherent and fos
ter intelligent discussion on a given
subject. So overcapitalization, please.
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all letters should be
250 words and are
subject to editing
for grammar,
. spelling and style.
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Help Wanted

For Rent

L. A. Area Summer Day
Camps Counselors,
lifeguards & much more.
www.daycampjobs.com
DAY CAMP SEEKS
SUMMER STAFF
San Fernando
Conejo Valleys
$3275 - $3500+
(888)784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com

One block from Cal Poly
1 bedroom apartment,
utilities included, no pets,
walk to school. $850/month.
On site shared laundry and
off site parking, email
hcorbett2070@yahoo.com
or call Holly at:
805-550-8637.

>■ Doug fJialton 20I(J
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OVER 60 DIFFERENT TOPPINGS

Classifieds Free for
Students! get yours
in the paper now! e-mail
it to our gmail address!
MustangDailyClassifieds
X

For Sale
Mini Fridge for sale. Almost
new with freezer! please call:
(818)389-9962

X

LOST
ORANGE FIXED BICYCLE
Windsor Clockwork, bright
orange 58cm frame, drop
bars, R500 Alexrims. Please
help. (503) 347-0955

Roommate needed!
1 for the summer, and
2 for the next school year.
Clean people preferred!!
3bed 2bath house in
Atascadero. Applicants will
be interviewed. Must be ok
with some upkeep of home.
Rent $375-425
Call (805) 509-1274

up @ •wvvw.iloveyogurtcre3lions.ccm

ALWAYS FRESH ALWAYS THE BEST

Com puter
Repair

“ H e r e c o m e s M r . ( j o d ' s - ( j ¡ f t - t o - t h c - W o r ld a g a in .

with custom backpacks and
accessories check our online catalogs
for ideas!

UHAT
DIDVOO
HAVE?

IT'S IN THE HOLE!

Laptop Repair
www.laptoprepair.com
Student Discount
Fast Turn Around

LET'S SEE. ONE IN THE^
TREES. TWO IN THE
LAKE. THREE. FOUR,
FIVE. WRITE MF
DOWN FOR FIVE y )

r

Y

riARSHALL, YOU'RE NOT
SUPPOSED TO CO UNT
THE NUnBER OF
BALLS YOU USED
,

Wt'rt Mt
sMrtt!
>Ub, polos, jadwts..

We’ve got your back
I

poiKulluiffoniics com

$595 Room for Rent Near
Cal Poly Includes private
bathroom and patio
Contact: 805-218-2504

Announcement

■\

and

jcarroll.com

595-1000
o im H;

frapliksoi>)<arroll.com

i.(moii

Scroto Priotlitf I EmbroMory

S I k is c U t I l ö r k 3 ;im c j 0!

Edited by Will Shortz
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Across
I Vapors
6 Trades
I I Alternative to La
Guardia or
Newark, in brief
14 Travis who sang
T -R -O -U -B -L P
15 Picasso or
Casals
16 Peyton
Manning's
brother
17 Try a North
Atlantic fish for
the first time?
19 Jamaican term
of address
20 Afternoon hour
21 Rhino relatives
with long snouts
23 & 25 T li alert
" Hobson, in
■‘Arthur28 French girlfriend
29 Bind with a belt
31 Ekeo or
Farberware?
3<i Notions, in
Nantes
36 Old photo color
37 Part of F B I.

40 Turning down
44 Like a visit from
Benedict XVI.
eg
46 Middle of the
abdomen
47 Registers for a
meditation
class?
52 Big rig
53 Its capital is
Muscat
54 Defendants
enter them
56 Hunk
57 Airplane seating
request
60 Houston
baseballer
62 They're checked
at checkpoints,
briefly
63 Store
photographer?
60 Code-breaking
org.
69 "Hill Street
Blues" actress
Veronica
70 Augusta's home
71 Fast sports cars
72 Cornered

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Tr
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Off Campus Housing
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-D e to o ...o r,
when read in
three parts, a
hint to 17-, 31-,
47- and 63Across

Down
1 Co with a
blooming
business?
2 Spoon-bending
Geller
3 1960s sitcom
with a talking
palomino
4 Engrave glass
with acid
5 Nor easier, for
one
6 Btg name in
small swimwear
7 Hell, to General
Sherman
8 ‘Dancing With
the Stars"
network
9 Secret plan
10 Scotch's partner
11 Aunt known for
her pancakes
12 Old European
gold com
13 Sex authority
Alfred

33 Wise, neighbor
35 Ladies of Spain.
Abbr.
38 Storekeeper on
"The Simpsons"

22 Molonlike
tropical fruits

42 Nautilus captain

24 Camouflage

www.FarrellSmyth.com-

26 The “I" in 23Down
27 Got a perfect
score on
M

32 Unlock, in poetry

18 P re / s #2

Sign up for Instant E-mail Rental Updates

(805) 543-2636 • 21 Santa Rosa Street Ste 150, SLO
propertymanagement@farrellsmyth.com

P u n ic by Kurl Kreu*«

39 Dweller above
the Arctic Circle

23 Letters said with
a shout

S M

No. 0323

30 Where to find
the diving board

41 "Eureka'"

43 Insincerely
eloquent
45 I.M. snicker
47 A A A activity
48 Surrounded by
49 ‘The Wizard of
Oz" setting
50 Paltry
51 Miss America
accessory
55 Leaf opening

58 Workers'
protection agey
59 "Say again?"
61 Lion's warning
64 Govt book
balancer
65 Podded plant
66 British musician
Brian
67
Speedwagon

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656 $1 49 a minute: or, with a credit
card, 1 800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes com/mobilexword for more information
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2.000 past
puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($39 95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes com/wordplay
Crosswords for young solvers: ni^imes com/learning/xwords

tennis to have a chance at winning
the tournament.
“We’re going to have to play very
w'ell to win, and we’re going to have
to show up,” McCirath said. “ Ihe
biggest thing for me is not coming
out Hat. 1 want us to come out with
a lot ot energy and intensity and give

Tennis
continued from page ¡6

everyone is eating right and consum
ing lots of Hiiids. McCirath said the
team is going to have to play good

RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAIIY

W ith their win against UC Riverside on April 11, the Mustangs clinched the
top spot in the Big West Conference Championships this weekend.

it our best eHort.”
hoy said the tournament is going
to come down to will, since all of the
teams competing have the ability to
win.
“We re going to have to he tough
er than our opponents each day,” hoy
said. “Kveryone can play tennis and
it just comes down to who wants it
more.”
Ihe biggest positive heading into
the tournament is the tact that the
team does not rely on one single guy
to carry the load. McC irath said they
do not have a go-to guy, hut have a
group ot individuals who formed a
strong team.
“ Ihe beauty ot this team is that
we don’t have a hunch ot individu
als,” McCirath said. “What 1 demand
out ot them is that they all have to
play well. It we don’t all play well,
then we have no shot at winning the
conterence tournament.”
For the Mustangs, the highlight
ot the season came against UC] Santa
Barbara. Ihe Ciauchos, who have
won the past tour conterence tour
nament titles, are typically one ot the
top teams in the conterence and the
Mustangs were able to deteat their
rivals 6-1. Sophomore co-captain
Matt Fawcett, who transterred trom
Old Dominion and enrolled at C]al
Poly in January, said the game was
the turning point of the season for
the Mustangs.
“Atter that match, we really felt
like we achieved something and all
the hard work had finally paid oft,”
Fawcett said.
Fawcett said the team does not
feel any added pressure as the top
seed and is looking forward to show
ing everyone the fight it has as a
team.

“We are going to approach it like
we are the underdogs, which is what
we’ve done all season and allowed us
to he the nurnher one seed,” Fawcett
said. “We are going to try to keep
everything in perspective.”
From the beginning ot the sea
son, the Mustangs’ goal has been to
win the conterence title. Fawcett said
everyone on the team is extremely
close and it would he an unhelievahle feeling to win the tournament
title.
“What makes us such a special
team is that we are all like brothers
out there, ” Fawcett said. “F]very time
we go out, we are out there fighting
tor each other. ”
Being the lone senior on the
team, Foy said he could not imagine
a better way to go out than to win
the title this year.
“It would he an absolute dream

and I couldn’t think ot a better way
to finish oH my Mustang career
here,” Foy said. “It’s something that
we’ve worked together as a team all
year, and it would he perfect to win
. »
It.
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mustang daily
CORRECTIONS
Ihe Mustang Daily staH takes
pride in publishing a daily news
paper tor the C'.al Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful tor your careful reading.
Please send your correction sug
gestions to mustangdaily(»gmail.
com.

1. The article stated the (]al Poly
softball team won two ot three
games against C]al State Fullerton
last weekend. The Mustangs won
two ot three against Fong Beach
State, not Cal State Fullerton.

There was an error in the softball
weekend round-up article printed
on Monday, April 26.

THIS WEEK IN CAL POLY ATHLETICS
Baseball

CAltj^POlY vs.
■ ASC BALL

T h r e e G a m e H o m e S e r ie s
F rid ay a t 6 :0 0 p .m .
S a tu rd a y a t 6:00 p .m
S u n d ay a t 1:00 p .m .

So ftball

C A l^ P O lY
sb

A

ball

S a t u r d a y Do u b l e H e a d e r
S a tu rd a y a t 1 2 :0 0 p .m .
S u n d ay a t 12:00 p .m .

T rack

and

F ield
Matt
Jensen

CAL'^POlY vs.
TR ACK & r i E L D

H o s t s UC D a v is

and

S a tu rd a y a t 11 a.m .

Helen
Peña

UCSB
^

. Admission for all Cal Poly Athletic Events is FREE for Cal Poly Students.

WE ARE THE MUSTANGS

^
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Tuesday, April 27/ 2010' *
WWW.mustangdai ly.net

^ .

sports editor: Brian De Los Santos
mustangdailysports@gmail.com

Men’s tennis bounces back from winless start
P a tric k L e iv a
l>ATI(;KI,hIVA.Ml)(»C;MAIL.C:OM

Following a seven-game losing streak
to begin the year, the ('al Poly men’s
tennis team responded with a strong
conterence season. Ihe team battled
back in early March and secured the
number one seed in the Big West
conference tournament, beginning
on April 30.

“Our early losses came against
some nationally-ranked teams,”
Foy said. “We just stayed positive,
and something finally clicked and
we were able to turn things around
mid-way through the season.”
Ihe Mustangs (8-13) excelled
during their first match of conference
play, with a win over rival UC Davis,
hut then dropped their next match
to even their record at 1-1. Ihe Mus-

lowed them to overcome their early
sea.son struggles.
“I think it’s a testament to their
character,” McGrath said. “I’m
proud of them for sticking together,
because they could have easily folded
■w

iV

m

the tent and said let’s go home.”
McGrath said the team was hap
py to secure the number one seed in
the upcoming tournament and said
the bye will serve them well due to
the high temperatures expected at

Indian Wells, which is located near
Palm Springs. Ihe team has already
begun preparations for the tempera
tures, which sometimes reach well
over 100 degrees, by ensuring that
see Tennis, page 15
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What makes us a special team is that
we are all brothers out there ...
every time we go out there we are
out there fighting for each other.
— Matt Fawcett
.Mens tennis sophomort

Senior co-captain Robert Foy said
it was difficult to start the season the
way they did.
“C^bviously we started out 0-7,
and it couldn’t get much worse than
that,” Foy said. “We were playing
well, but we weren’t getting that last
piece of the puzzle,”
Foy said the team had the ability
to play against any team in the coun
try after playing a difficult schedule
early on. He said the adversity they
faced allowed the team to come to
gether.

tangs then posted three consecutive
Big West conference wins to secure
the No. 1 seed in the upcoming Big
West conference tournament.
The tournament will begin on
April 30 with first-round play. The
Mustangs will open play on May 1
after receiving a first-round bye due
to their top seeding. Ihey will play
the winner of the UC Santa Bar
bara and UC Davis opening-round
game.
Head coach Justin McGrath said
his team’s perseverance is what al-

RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY

After starting the season 0-7, the Mustangs have battled back to a 8-13 record - going 8-5 in the final stretch of the season.

Patton earns second-consecutive
Pitcher of the Week award
MtlSTANG DAILY STAII- RLPORT

Freshman right-hander Rebecca
Patton earned her second-con.secutive conference Pitcher of the Week
honor on Monday afternoon.

Patton pitched a total of just
over 12 innings, allowed nine hits
and no earned runs, fueling her
team in two wins against lo n g
Beach State last weekend.
During Ckl Poly’s 5-0 series

RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANC; DAII Y

Freshman pitcher Rebecca Patton (pbove) pitched just more than 12 innings and
allowed nine hits and no earned run$. t!iis weekend against Fong Reach State.

opening win, Patton (8-4)
pitched seven innings and surren
dered four hits to post her second
collegiate complete-game shutout
victory. The following afternoon,
Patton tossed the final four and
two-thirds innings of Gal Poly’s
6-2 series finale triumph, allow
ing just three hits. Patton also
pitched two-thirds of an inning
of relief during Cal Poly’s 4-0 loss
against the 49ers on April 24.
Offensively, Patton helped Cal
Poly’s series finale victory with a
two-run homer during the sec
ond inning. Ihe shot, Patton’s
second as a Mustang, snapped a
six-game home run drought by
the Mustangs.
Patton, who earned all three
series victories during C'al Poly’s
sweep of Cal State Fullerton, has
won seven straight games. She
enters a home series this weekend
against second-place Cal State
Northridge (24-20, 8-4) ranked
fifth among Big West pitchers
with a 3.02 F'RA. In nine appear
ances against Big West opposi
tion, Patton features a 1.23 FIRA.
M ondays
announcement
marked C^tl Poly’s third-straight
Big West Pitcher of the Week
hoimr after junior lefthander
Anna Calm (10-10) earned praise
on .April 12.

Sophomore Justin Brown
leaves basketball team
/

(•

NICK CAMACH O Ml STANt. DAILY H IT PHOTO

Sophomore guard Justin Brown w ill be leaving the men’s basketball team
next season. Brown averaged 4.9 points per game in lim ited playing time,
behind players like Lorenzo Keeler, Charles Anderson and Kyle O dister last
season. But, even with departure of Keeler and Anderson, Brown may have
been asked to share playing time with transfer Amaurys Fermin and Chris
O’Brien next season. A full article w ill run at a later date.

